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**ABSTRACT**
Recent work has showcased the presence of subtle TCP side-channels in modern operating systems, that can be exploited by off-path adversaries to launch pernicious attacks such as hijacking a connection. Unfortunately, most work to date is on the manual discovery of such side-channels, and patching them subsequently. In this work we ask “Can we develop a principled approach that can lead to the automated discovery of such hard-to-find TCP side-channels?” We identify that the crux of why such side-channels exist is the violation of the non-interference property between simultaneous TCP connections i.e., there exist cases wherein a change in state of one connection implicitly leaks some information to a different connection (controlled possibly by an attacker). To find such non-interference property violations, we argue that model-checking is a natural fit. However, because of limitations with regards to its scalability, there exist many challenges in using model checking. Specifically, these challenges relate to (a) making the TCP code base self-contained and amenable to model checking and (b) limiting the search space of model checking and yet achieving reasonable levels of code coverage. We develop a tool that we call SCENT (for Side Channel Excavation Tool) that addresses these challenges in a mostly automated way. At the heart of SCENT is an automated downscaling component that transforms the TCP code base in a consistent way to achieve both a reduction in the state space complexity encountered by the model checker and the number and types of inputs needed for verification. Our extensive evaluations show that SCENT leads to the discovery of 12 new side channel vulnerabilities in the Linux and FreeBSD kernels. In particular, a real world validation with one class of vulnerabilities shows that an off-path attacker is able to infer whether two arbitrary hosts are communicating with each other, within slightly more than 1 minute, on average.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**
TCP side-channels are critical vulnerabilities that can be exploited by adversaries towards launching dangerous attacks. Prior studies have demonstrated that TCP side-channels can be exploited by off-path attackers to perform idle port scans [16], to estimate the round trip time (RTT) of a connection [1], or to infer how many packets were exchanged over a connection [11]. They even allow attackers to hijack connections between a client and a server [7, 11, 18, 37, 38]. These side-channels are an artifact of unforeseen code interactions, can arise with the deployment of large code bases, and are subtle and hard to find.

Most of the aforementioned side-channel vulnerabilities are discovered manually by domain experts. While manual analysis has been immensely useful in discovering and patching such subtle vulnerabilities, it requires a significant effort, and is thus not scalable and cannot guarantee the elimination of such vulnerabilities. In this work our goal is to develop a principled approach to automate the discovery of such hard-to-find TCP side-channel vulnerabilities.

In principle, TCP side-channel vulnerabilities are violations of the non-interference property [21] between simultaneous TCP connections, i.e., the existence of one connection can have an observable effect on the other connection(s). Thus, off-path attackers can use their own connections to the server to infer the properties (e.g., sequence number) of a targeted TCP connection between a victim client and the same server. Specifically, an attacker can send spoofed packets with guessed properties to the server. If the guess is correct or close, the spoofed packet will cause a change in the state at the server which in turn, changes changes pertaining to the attacker’s own connection to the server.
Based on this observation, we design a tool SCENT, to find TCP side-channels in a complex code base with very little manual intervention. At a high level, SCENT detects TCP side-channel vulnerabilities by detecting violations of the non-interference property between connections. In particular, it uses two instances of the same server (TCP stack), where the only differences are in the security sensitive properties (e.g., sequence number, acknowledgement number, or port) of an idle (victim) connection. It then sends a set of packets (inputs) to the two servers. If the responses from the servers are different, then SCENT has detected a violation of the non-interference property.

While this approach is intuitive, the challenging part is determining what kind of packets to send in order to induce such a violation. Given the large search space of possible combinations of TCP packets, popular dynamic testing techniques like symbolic execution and fuzzing all face efficiency problems. In this work, we resort to bounded model checking [14, 29, 31] to drive an analysis to answer this question. Compared to bounded testing [32, 42] (i.e., blindly enumerating all possible packets up to the bound), bounded model checking enjoys the benefit of state deduplication and is thus, much more efficient (see §8 for more details).

Unfortunately, applying model checking to a real-world TCP stack implementation is non-trivial. First, we need to prepare a self-contained model that is amenable for model checking (otherwise the code base is simply too large). Previously, the work by Enasfi et al., [16] has adopted model checking to detect non-interference property violations in the network stack. However, due to the complexity of implementation level code, they had to manually craft a much simplified abstract model for the analysis. Such an approach, while useful in their context of interest (discovering idle port scan techniques), cannot guarantee that subtle TCP side-channels buried in complex implementations like the Linux kernel, will not be (unintentionally) removed during the abstraction. To avoid this problem (high false negatives), we opt to use the unmodified TCP stack implementation for analysis and only abstract away code that is outside the core TCP stack.

The second challenge is state explosion. TCP implementations from real-world kernels contain many variables; if we blindly mark all the variables as states, then any change to any variable will be deemed as a new state. However, if a variable is never “shared” between two connections, it cannot leak any information and is thus, not interesting to track. To solve this large state space challenge, we develop a conservative static analysis within SCENT to safely reduce the state space.

The last challenge is that bounded model checking has bounded code/state coverage and hence, cannot detect all vulnerabilities. For instance, the TCP side-channel discovered by Cao et al., [7] requires sending 100 packets, which is way beyond the capability of bounded model checking. To solve this problem, we developed a program transformation technique to automatically simplify the model as a way to improve the code coverage. In particular, we observe that many uncovered cases relate to branches that compare an attacker-controllable value with a fixed value (e.g., the global rate limit exploited in [7]), and the problem is that the bounded input space cannot drive the variable side of the branch to go beyond the fixed threshold. Based on this observation, SCENT automatically identifies such branches and down scales the fixed threshold so that both branches can be visited during a subsequent iteration of bounded model checking.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented a prototype of SCENT and created two realistic TCP models, one based on the Linux kernel (version 4.8.0) and the other one based on the FreeBSD kernel (version 13.0)1 We applied SCENT on these two models and found 12 new side-channel vulnerabilities. A real world evaluation shows that in particular, with one of the classes of vulnerabilities discovered, an off-path attacker is able to infer whether two arbitrary hosts are communicating with each other, within slightly more than 1 minute on average. The evaluation results also show that our transformation step is critical for finding these side-channels—none of them can be found without the transformation. Besides, we also did not observe any false positives during our evaluation.

Contributions. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We design and implement SCENT, a system that finds subtle TCP side-channels by detecting violations of the non-interference property between TCP connections, using model checking as a basis.
- We developed several techniques to automate the process of creating self-contained code amenable for use with an off-the-shelf model checker, from real-world kernels that keep the core TCP implementation intact. We applied these techniques to the Linux and the FreeBSD operating systems and open sourced the extracted models at [41].
- We developed a code-transformation-based model simplification technique that improves code coverage for bounded model checking.
- We applied SCENT to the Linux and the FreeBSD TCP models and found 12 new side-channel vulnerabilities. We open sourced our system and released the complete details of findings at [41].

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly describe the non-interference property and why it is relevant to the problem of interest. Subsequently, since we use model checking as a basic building block, we provide relevant background in brief.

The non-interference property. In recent decades, the non-interference property [21] has been widely used as a requirement to prove that neither explicit nor implicit information leakage can occur in a scenario of interest. Because side-channels are a consequence of information leakage, the non-interference property can be used as a verification condition to ensure that they do not exist. If the property is violated, it indicates the potential presence of an information leak, which can in turn lead to an exploitable side-channel vulnerability. With regards to the context of interest, if this property holds, it implies that a state change on a given connection does not (implicitly or explicitly) become observable in another connection.

Enasfi et al. [16] applied model checking to verify the non-interference property in the TCP/IP stack, towards finding side-channels.
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1 SCENT can be applied to any OS kernel as long as the source code is available. Therefore, SCENT can be potentially applied on Windows in its internal environments.
channel vulnerabilities relating to idle port scans. While they find two port scan vulnerabilities, we point out that they use model checking more like a validation tool instead of a tool to discover these; they heuristically specify the scope of the TCP code (to only consider the specific shared resources across connections) and then manually build the model.

In this work, we seek to perform non-interference analysis in more general attack scenarios. Importantly, since a manually abstracted model like that in [16] is very approximate and may miss vulnerabilities that exist in real code, we explore applying model checking to real TCP implementations from commodity kernels.

**Software model checking.** Model checking [13, 40] exhaustively checks if a given model of a system satisfies a given formal property. If violations are encountered, the model checker outputs counter examples which enable the localization of where a violation has occurred with relative ease. Model checking methods can be broadly classified into two categories viz., those that use abstraction (e.g., SLAM [3], BLAST [22], Event-Driven Software Verification [25]) and those that are applied directly on implementations (e.g., VeriSoft [20], CMC [34] [33], and Model-Driven Software Verification [24]). Since the former relies on extracting an abstraction from the real code (and thus can result in significant approximation), we use the second category to verify the non-interference property in our work.

Specifically, the basis for our work is a TCP event-driven execution model that we build. Different from previous work relating to the use of model checking with an abstracted state machine of either TCP or the network stack (e.g., [33, 34]), we check for possible violations of the non-interference property in real TCP implementations. Our model is much more complicated since we have to look at verifying a property relating to connection interactions (as discussed later our model contains live TCP connections with 6 different sockets). Furthermore, we need to address challenges relating to making the model self-contained (to ensure that it can be used with an off-the-shelf model checker) and concise (without which the complexity of the code will make it untenable to the model checker). Unfortunately, even just the core TCP stack implementation is too complex for the model checker to exhaustively check all possible states of the code. For this reason, we can only perform bounded model checking and therefore the conclusions (existence or absence of violations) are only applicable to a bounded set of states instead of the entire code base.

### 3 THREAT MODEL

Our threat model is that of an off-path TCP attacker as shown in Figure 1. We consider 3 hosts viz., a victim client, a victim server, and an off-path attacker. The attacker can either send packets on its own connection to the server, or send spoofed packets with the victim client’s IP address or a victim server’s IP address. Different from a Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attack, the off-path attacker can neither eavesdrop nor inject packets into the victim connection. Instead, it attempts to exploit a side-channel vulnerability to infer the state of the victim connection based on the packets sent/received on its own connection. Specifically, it could target the inference of (a) the port number of the victim client (the server’s port number is usually known), (b) the sequence (SEQ) number from the client, and/or (c) the acknowledgement (ACK) number expected by the server. By inferring just the port number, the attacker can determine if there is an established victim connection between the server and the client. With the port number and the SEQ number expected by the server inferred, the attacker can launch a DoS attack by sending a packet with the reset (RST) flag (and correct SEQ number) to terminate the victim’s connection. If all the three attributes are inferred, the attacker can hijack the victim connection and inject malicious payloads as shown in [7]. Note that any machine around the world can launch an off-path attack, as long as it is able to send spoofed packets with the victim client’s (or server’s) IP address.

Previous TCP inference attacks [7, 11, 37, 38] follow a “guess-then-check” strategy. Specifically, during the guess phase, a spoofed packet is sent with a guessed value (for either or a combination of the port number, SEQ number and/or ACK number). A correct guess will be “accepted” by the TCP state machine thus causing it to transit into a state that is different from that due to wrong guesses. During the subsequent check phase, the attacker exploits the side-channel vulnerability to leak the state transition of the victim’s connection, which allows the attacker to tell whether the guess is correct or not. Like in these efforts, the focus of this work is on identifying similar “software-induced” side-channels but by using a more principled approach.

**An illustrative TCP side-channel vulnerability.** To illustrate how an off-path attacker can exploit a side channel vulnerability to determine the state of a victim connection (in terms of port number,}
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2 Other types of side channels, such as timing based ones [11], are out of the scope.
SEQ number or ACK number) consider the recent example from [7].

Figure 2 captures this example wherein the off-path attacker infers the expected SEQ number of the victim connection to the server.

To understand how the attack works, consider two cases. In the first case, the SEQ number guessed by the attacker is within the “receive window” (in-window) of the server while in the second case, the SEQ number is out-of-window. The attacker sends a spoofed RST packet with a guessed SEQ number. If the number is in-window, the server responds to the victim with a “Challenge ACK” packet to ask the client to confirm the RST. Since the victim client did not really send the RST packet, it will simply discard the Challenge ACK packet. To control how many Challenge ACKs can be sent within a time period, the Linux kernel maintains a global shared counter (equal to 100 prior to the work in [7]). Thus, when the attacker subsequently sends in-window RST packets on its own connection (one after the other as shown in the bottom part of the figure), it gets back 99 Challenge ACKs; in contrast, if the spoofed RST packet is out-of-window, the attacker will receive 100 Challenge ACKs. This difference/side-channel can then be used to infer whether the guess is correct or not.

What is evident in the above example is that, by observing the number of Challenge ACK responses from the server on its own connection, the attacker can distinguish between two cases with regards to its spoofed packet viz., whether the SEQ number guessed is within the server’s receive window or not. Thus, this is a violation of the non-interference property i.e., the state of the client’s connection influences how many Challenge ACKs are received by the off-path attacker.

### 4 SCENT OVERVIEW

In this section, we provide an overview of our system SCENT and its core innovation.

#### 4.1 Workflow

Figure 3 shows the overall workflow of SCENT. Specifically,

- Taking the source code of a commodity OS kernel as input, the Model Generator (§5) generates a self-contained model\(^1\) amenable for application of an off-the-shelf model checker and pushes this initial model into a queue.
- The Non-interference Checker (§6), at each step, takes one self-contained TCP model from the queue, constructs an attack scenario, and executes bounded model checking to verify the non-interference property between connections.
- If violations are found by the model checker, validated counter-examples are output as the proof-of-concepts for possible TCP side-channel vulnerabilities inside the kernel’s TCP stack implementation.
- Finally, to mitigate the limited code coverage of bounded model checking, the Model Transformer (§7) automatically generates a new, downscaled model and pushes it into the queue for the next round of analysis.

\(^1\)Note that we only abstract code irrelevant to TCP stack; previous work abstracts the TCP stack itself.

#### 4.2 Automated downscaling

While applying bounded model checking to TCP implementation as a way to find non-interference violations is not entirely new, SCENT solves an important and non-trivial problem. In principle one will need to send an extremely large sequence ($\approx \infty$) of packets in order to excavate all possible violations of the non-interference property. Unfortunately, we point out that due to the complexity of commodity kernels’ TCP implementations, even a relatively small sequence of TCP packets can lead to an explosion of the state space that cannot be explored by the model checker with limited computational resources (CPU time and/or memory). As a result, the bound we can afford is considerably small (e.g., only 3 packets in our evaluations); otherwise, the model checker will either exhaust memory or take a prohibitively long time to finish. This further translates to limited code coverage and impacts the effectiveness of SCENT (i.e., it cannot detect side-channel vulnerabilities in uncovered code). For example, the vulnerability illustrated in Figure 2 cannot be detected as triggering it requires sending 100 RST packets. In fact, side-channels are more likely than not, triggered by such uncommon sequences of packets. SCENT copes with this scalability issue via a novel technique we call automated downscaling.

Our observation is that the TCP code base contains many checks (branches) that compare attacker-controlled variables against either some constant values or variables that remain the same during model checking. Due to the limited input bound, those attacker-controlled variables have limited value ranges. When the attacker-controlled value range does not overlap with the fixed value (cover both sides), only one branch can be covered. However, such linear relationships between an attacker value and a fixed value can be satisfied easily by downscaling the fixed value (i.e., moving it towards the attacker-controlled value range). More importantly, this transformation will not change the fundamental behavior of the TCP implementation: without downscaling, the relationship can still be satisfied, but simply takes significantly longer inputs and therefore times.

To further elucidate this observation, let us revisit the example from Figure 2. The side-channel relies on the global Challenge ACK rate limit (a variable with fixed value 100) and the attacker has to send 100 packets in total (one spoofed and 99 on its own connection in the example), to trigger the information leakage. To find this vulnerability, intuitively, the model checker will have to examine what happens when the TCP code base has received different numbers of packets which have the RST flag set and are
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[Figure 3: Overview of SCENT's workflow.]
in-window (it has to perform 100 such checks). Unfortunately, this is not possible during our bounded model checking because we can only increase the counter from 0 to 3. However, if we were to simply (artificially) change this rate limit to say 2, then we will be able to trigger this vulnerability and observe the difference.

Furthermore, the advantage of this approach is that it also inherently reduces the required input space we need to enumerate. For example, one can reduce the space of possible SEQ numbers (from $2^{32}$ to a much smaller value) by downscaling other fixed constants (e.g., the receive window size). This also contributes to a drastic reduction in the time-complexity associated with our analysis.

### Practical Realization

To practically realize automated downscaling, we pursue an iterative approach (alluded to in the workflow described in § 4.1). This approach is driven by the key insight that there is a tight coupling between the input space (i.e., length of our input packet sequence and the space of the fields in the TCP header such as SEQ number space) and the values to which the limits in the code are to be changed. In the example above, changing the limit to 2 requires the attacker to send a sequence of two packets. If on the other hand, we knew that the attacker had a packet sequence of length 5, the limit could be anywhere from 2 to 5.

Given this, for ease of realization, to begin with, we fix the length of the input packet sequence and the sizes of the header fields in each, but do not modify the TCP code that is input to the model checker. During the model checking phase, we log information relating to what parts of the code (what branches) are not covered because of control statements relating to such limits. We then use concolic execution to establish transformations of such constraints (guided by the constraints imposed on the input packet sequence) that may make such coverage viable (using the program transformer module shown in Fig. 3). The transformed model is then considered for bounded model checking. We iterate the process until we either (a) do not find any additional transformations that we can perform or (b) we exceed a pre-specified time limit.

### 5 MODEL GENERATOR

In this section, we describe in detail how we address the challenges in constructing a standalone TCP code base that can be input to the model checker and how we initialize variables to ensure that the model begins with a valid and consistent TCP state.

In principle, one can apply the design principles from [24] to construct a test model, which combines a test-harness and the real kernel code with an initial state. Given this initial state, the test harness would enumerate a sequence of packets as input, and calls the TCP packet reception code to explore the set of reachable states. Here, the state of the model is defined as the union of internal states at a host, and is determined by the values of global variables and heap objects that are reachable by the connection object (i.e., the socket). Unfortunately, applying model checking directly on a socket. Unfortunately, applying model checking directly on a socket (i.e., the TCP packet reception code to explore the set of reachable states). This is because model checking has high associated time complexity, and using the entire kernel code in its entirety, is not practical. This is because model checking has high associated time complexity, and using the entire kernel code base as the model can make the analysis prohibitively costly. More importantly, many of the paths explored by the model checker will have no bearing on what we seek to analyze. Last but not least, there is significant non-determinism in real TCP implementations which will interfere with the model checking.

Therefore, assembling a standalone TCP implementation without any kernel dependencies becomes important for the feasibility of our approach. However, extracting the TCP code from a kernel is challenging given the fact that the TCP code interacts with the rest of the kernel via complex interfaces. We solve this challenge by identifying boundaries where the code can be pruned and manually constructing stub implementations to close the boundaries.

In addition to generate a self-contained TCP code base for the model checker, another challenge is how to properly initialize the model. SCENT solves this challenge by automatically extracting correct values from a memory snapshot.

### 5.1 Building a Standalone TCP Model

The high-level guideline for building a standalone TCP code base is that we want to make sure that all the code related to the TCP stack remains exactly the same as in the target kernel, while code not related to the TCP stack should be minimized/abstracted. Following this guideline, we use a simple worklist-based, semi-automated approach to gradually grow the code base until the whole TCP stack is included.

1. We initialize the worklist with the entry function of the TCP layer when a packet is received (e.g., `tcp_v4_rcv` in Linux and `tcp_input` in FreeBSD).
2. We try to remove one function from the worklist. If the worklist is empty, we terminate the process; otherwise we move on to the next step.
3. We check if the current function belongs to the TCP layer (based on our domain knowledge). If so, we copy the whole function to the standalone mode and move on to the next step; otherwise we manually write a stub function to abstract it and go back to Step (2).
4. We find all the callees of the current function and add them into the worklist and go back to Step (2). For indirect calls, we manually resolve the target based on domain knowledge.

Note that because in our attack scenario (§6.2) we keep the victim connection idling, our current model excludes functions relating to sending packets on that connection.

### 5.2 Initializing the Standalone TCP Model

Because our TCP model is built using partial kernel code starting at an entry function, we need to initialize what we call *environmental variables* at this entry point. This is to ensure that the initial state provided to the model checker is correct and consistent with TCP
executions. Such environmental variables include the entry function’s arguments, global variables, and heap objects that may be accessed or reachable by the code extracted above. We point out that there is no need to initialize local variables or heap objects that are allocated (and initialized) during the execution of the model.

Manual identification of all the variables that have to be initialized is not only an onerous task but is also error-prone. Thus, we develop an automated procedure to initialize them based on a memory snapshot from a running kernel, which is captured when the entry function is invoked. Because our standalone model runs in user-space, values from the snapshot cannot be directly used as they could be pointers. So our method needs to (1) identify all accessible variables and their types, (2) locate each target variable in the snapshot (i.e., determine its address), (3) extract its value according to its type and size. Finally, this will allow us recreate the variables and initialize their values in the model checker.

We achieve these goals via a process that is similar to previous work on recovery of kernel objects from memory snapshots [8]. First, starting from anchor variables (i.e., entry function’s arguments and global variables explicitly referred to in the model), we use static taint analysis to recursively identify all accessible/reachable heap and global objects by following pointers. Due to the existence of typecasting, we identify pointers in two ways: (1) based on the variable/field’s declaration type and (2) based on the use of the variable/field.

To locate variables inside the memory snapshot, we maintain the point-to relationship between kernel objects in a data structure that we call offset chain, which tracks how each variable is derived from an anchor variable and the used type associated with the variable. The offset chain allows us to traverse the snapshot and recover the corresponding variables.

Once we locate a variable inside the snapshot, we extract its “initialization” value based on whether it is a pointer or not. For non-pointer variables, we will directly use its value from the snapshot; for pointer variables, we will allocate the target variable statically in the model checker and assign the target object’s address as the initialization value. One particular challenge in this step is how to decide the size of the variable if its type is an array with unknown size. For example, in Linux, the packet header pointer skb->head is a pointer to an unsigned char, which can be used to visit the packet payload with a specific offset (via a value of header field doff). As associating size with a pointer is a hard program analysis problem, currently we solve this challenge manually.

Figure 5 illustrates this process via an example. In the figure, each offset depicted represents the address offset between the beginning of a heap object and the current field in the object. Given the base address in the snapshot and offset: X, our method can obtain the corresponding field value. If the field is a pointer, its value can be further dereferenced in the snapshot to locate the next (new) heap object. Given this new heap object’s base address and offset: Y, a new field can be located and so forth.

6 NON-INTERFERENCE CHECKER

In this section, we describe how we detect violations of the non-interference property between two TCP connections.

6.1 Constructing the attack scenario

To detect violations of the non-interference property between two connections, we craft an attack scenario that is similar to what was captured in the illustrative example (Figure 2). The scenario consists of two servers (Server1 and Server2), two clients (Client1 and Client2), and an attacker (Figure 6). Both servers and clients use the same self-contained model from the Model Generator. A connection between Server1 and Client1, and Server2 and Client2 is initialized before testing. The two connections are identical except a specific secret relating to the victim connection. We use the connection between Client1 and Server1 to model the case when the guessed secret is correct, and use the connection between Client2 and Server2 to model the case when the guessed secret is wrong.

Ideally, to find all possible side-channel vulnerabilities, the attacker (test-harness) should exhaustively generate all possible input packet sequences, including both spoofed packets (with the IP address of the victim clients) and packets on its own legitimate connection. Unfortunately, given the unbounded search space, this is simply infeasible. So our test-harness only enumerates all possible input packet sequences up to a bound (i.e., performs bounded model checking). Once the test-harness generates a packet sequence, it sends the same sequence to both servers. Because only the secret attribute is different for the two victim connections, if the packets received from the two servers are different (including the number of packets, the pattern/order of received packets, the contents, etc.), the non-interference property is violated and the secret is leaked. The counter-example (packets being sent from the attacker) is then reported as violations by the model checker.

To reduce the effort of the attacker and to make the model more deterministic, we keep the victim connections “idle” during the model checking (i.e., neither the victim client or the server will actively send packets in our model). By doing so, we can be sure that differences in the received packet sequence are indeed caused by the spoofed packet sequence. If the server and client are actively exchanging packets, it becomes hard to identify a violation (differences may simply be due to those exchanges).

6.2 Secrets of interest

Our focus in this work is on identifying side-channel vulnerabilities that result in the leakage of three specific secret attributes of a

We set the secret as whether the specific port is being used by the victim connection.
connection viz., port number, SEQ number, and ACK number. While there could be other sensitive information (e.g., that reveals the socket state), we focus on these since they have been shown to be exploitable for DoS or connection hijacking [7]; however, our approach can be used to infer the leakage of other secrets.

To formalize, we require our model checker to verify the following three properties with respect to non-interference. The sequence of packets received by the attacker is identical with respect to the two servers, regardless of:

- The port numbers used in the victim connection;
- The SEQ numbers used in the victim connection; and,
- The ACK numbers appearing in the victim connection.

While previous work only examines if and how these secrets are leaked when the victim connection is in the ESTABLISHED state of TCP, we extend the scope to include cases wherein the victim is in the SYN-RECEIVED state (i.e., during the three way handshake). This is because in this state, if the attacker can acquire the information of interest, it can infer whether the client tried to establish a connection with the server, or even potentially establish a fake connection itself (by sending a spoofed SYN packet with the client’s IP address – note that in this case, the SYN-ACK returned by the server to the victim client is simply dropped). The latter attack can be serious in practice, since the attacker if successful, can subsequently inject malicious data on to the server pretending that the data came from the spoofed client’s IP address. Thus we have a total of 6 secrets (in the two states combined) listed in Table 1.

6.3 Bounding the input packet sequence

In this work, we focus on the control bits and the secret of interest (port, SEQ, or ACK number) in the TCP header. All other fields are fixed, and are copied from snapshots from real connections. We exclude the TCP header options in this work since not all systems support these. Table 2 captures the bounded input space that the attacker (test harness) in our scenario, generates. For fields that have small value ranges, such as the TCP flags, we enumerate all the possibilities, (except for FIN and congestion related ones). For fields that have larger value ranges, we determine the range as described below.

Recall that in our attacker scenario (Figure 6), we use the connection between Client1 and Server1 to model the case when the guessed secret is correct (the guess will automatically be wrong for the connection between Client2 and Server2 because the secrets are different). Therefore, for the field related to a secret of interest, the value range is decided based on the concrete values from the connection between Client1 and Server1. Assume that on Client1’s side, the port number, SEQ number, and ACK number are P, S, and A, respectively. We will always set the port number of all generated packets to P, because this allows us to exercise the scenario where we made a correct guess of the port number of the connection between Client1 and Server1, and a wrong guess of the port number of the connection between Client2 and Server2. For the SEQ number and ACK number, because the TCP stack performs a range check, we want to simulate cases where the guessed number is close to, but not equal to the correct number. For this reason, we enumerate the range [S – 2, S + 2] and [A – 2, A + 2]. Currently, we limit these variables to this range, because with our automated downscaling (of the receive window), the enumerated cases are enough to explore all three of the following cases with respect to those numbers: (a) outside the receive window, (b) exact match, and (c) within the receive window.

We currently limit the range of the payload size to [0, 2]. This range allows our model transformer to downscale packet size related checks; yet, it will not significantly increase the input space or the state space.

Finally, we determine the packet length through empirical experiments, i.e., given that the ranges of each packet’s fields are fixed, we try to enumerate as many packets as possible until the model checker either exhausts the memory or takes a prohibitively long time to finish. On our evaluation platform, we can only enumerate a maximum packet sequence length of 3.

6.4 Deduplication

Since different input sequences can trigger the same vulnerability, the counter-examples can also be duplicated. To find distinct vulnerabilities, we follow a similar approach as semantic crash bucketing [43]: given a counter-example, we use the branch trace recorded for the model transformer (§7) to locate the key branch/constraint that leads to the different behavior and “patch” the branch so that the counter-example will no longer yield the different behavior. One can consider this as the opposite process compared to our model transformation process. Then, we run all the counter-examples again. All the other counter-examples that no longer yield the different behavior will be considered to be duplicates.

7 MODEL TRANSFORMER

In this section, we describe how we practically realize the vision of automated downsizing using an iterative approach. We begin with a limited input space and execute bounded model checking.
During the process, we log information relating to the code that are not covered but relate to fixed limits (discussed earlier). We then apply concolic executions to determine how these limits must be transformed (flipped), to make the code coverage feasible while adhering to the inherent constraints imposed by the chosen, limited input space. The transformed model is then re-considered (in the next iteration) and the process is repeated until we do not find any new transformations that can be performed or when we exceed a pre-specified time limit. We describe these steps in detail below.

### 7.1 Identifying target branches

Given the above premise, our first challenge is to locate branches we aim to flip. To do so, we instrument our model so as to trace all the branch instructions and dump their conditions during the model checking phase. Then we parse the trace and look for branch conditions (a relation operation like <, > that have one operand that varies (e.g., a stateful variable), while the other operand is always a fixed value. Next, we check if both the true branch and false branch are visited during model checking; if only one branch is visited, we have found a target branch.

### 7.2 Determining expected values

After identifying the target branch, the next step is to determine the expected value. Given that the other operand imposes a range $[l, h]$, we have two general options: we can either move the fixed value to the other side of the range ($> h$ or $< l$) or move it to the middle of the range. In this work, we choose to move the value to the middle of the range for the following reason. The goal of the non-interference checker is to find a behavior that differs between Server1 and Server2 when handling the same input sequence. One reason such a difference can arise is Server1 and Server2 taking different paths at the same branch. For a target branch, the input sequences we enumerate can only go down one path, with both servers; otherwise we would have observed these cases. So if we move the fixed operand to the other side of the range, the input sequence still can only go down only one path, which is not particularly useful for revealing potential different outputs.

### 7.3 Identifying targets for transformation

The goal of our model transformer is to rewrite the program so that our limited input packet sequence can visit both the true and false conditions of a branch. After identifying a target branch, there are multiple ways to rewrite the program to achieve this goal. One way is to replace the relational operation with one that compares the variable operand with a smaller but fixed constant. However, this simple approach could introduce inconsistencies when the operand with the fixed value is derived from one or more program variables that are also used in other constraints (e.g., branch conditions). To avoid potential false positives or false negatives introduced by such inconsistencies, we choose to modify the source variables during initialization, instead of directly patching the branch.

There are two general approaches to identify the source variable(s), data-flow (taint) analysis and symbolic execution. Because the source variable(s) could go through a series of operations before being used in the target branch (e.g., `limit+10`), we choose symbolic execution. This approach provides us with a symbolic formula expressing the relationship between the system’s internal states and the value used in the target branch. Therefore, given an expected value to be used in the target branch, we can consult a SMT solver to automatically determine the corresponding value(s) to which the source variable(s) need to be set during initialization. Moreover, symbolic execution also allows us to collect all path constraints prior to reaching the target branch. By adding these constraints while querying for suitable initialization value(s), we can ensure that the new value(s) will not break path constraints leading to the target branch.

In brief, SCENT uses concolic execution to determine (a) which variable(s) should be modified during initialization and (b) what is the value(s) to which it must be initialized. Because we perform concolic execution over a single trace (only to collect the symbolic formula relating to a branch predicate), we point out that we do not have a problem of path explosion. A sketch of the process is as follows:

1. SCENT conservatively symbolizes all variables that are related to the system’s internal states. (i.e., all the global and heap objects found in §5).
2. SCENT applies concolic execution wherein one path recorded during model checking is followed to reach a target branch constraint.
3. SCENT checks if the operand with a fixed value is symbolic (i.e., derived from internal states). If not, we directly patch the constant and exit; otherwise we move on to the next step.
4. SCENT queries a SMT solver for a feasible assignment to the internal states such that (a) the path constraints are satisfied and (b) the operand used in the branch will fall into the range of the variable operand.
5. If the solver can return an assignment, SCENT modifies the model initialization procedure to assign the values returned from the SMT solver to the related internal states; otherwise it tries to find another recorded path that can lead to the target branch and goes back to Step (2).

---

Table 2: Packet fields enumeration ranges. C1 means the corresponding value used by Client1 in our attack scenario. Packet with IP equal to C1 is spoofed packet, while packet with IP equal to Attk is on attacker’s own connection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Fields</th>
<th>Length of Packet Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>SEQ Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original range</td>
<td>[0, 2^32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded range</td>
<td>C1/Attk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As discussed in The static data-flow analysis used by Model Generator is built upon kernel-analyzer [46]. The concolic execution engine used by Model Transformer is built on top of KLEE [6] with the Z3 SMT solver [47]. The instrumentation is built on top of the LLVM compiler infrastructure [30]. The bounded model checking is done using the SPIN model checker [23].

**Stub function abstraction and crafting a standalone system.** As discussed in §5, we abstract a few functions to facilitate scalability and make the code amenable to model checking. The details are listed below. It initially takes us longer with Linux as we were finalizing the methodology. However, it took us only 2.5 weeks to build the model for FreeBSD afterwards.

- **Mutex and Lock related functions:** Use empty function (During model checking, TCP is executed as a single thread process).
- **Memory allocation:** Pre-allocate the memory and return the corresponding memory object (because the model checker cannot track dynamic memory).
- **Memory release:** Use empty function (because we preallocated the memory).

### Callback functions
Use empty functions (as limited by the state explosion issue, we only consider one interleaving of concurrent events; therefore, we can focus on TCP mechanisms).

- **Out of scope functions (IP layer or User space):** Use empty function body or craft abstractions manually, to send packets with TCP layer information.

- **Functions that include assembly code:** Either replace with glibc functions or abstract them based on their logic (examples include printk or __memcpy). Since we need to keep the model deterministic, we replace prandom_u32 function with a fixed but arbitrarily chosen value.

- **Timer:** Return the fixed value captured from a snapshot based on a real connection (e.g., for tcp_current_mss). This helps eliminate the non-determinism in the model as well as the otherwise intractable state space (time as a new dimension) that we are not interested in.

In general, manually abstracting functions results in a risk of missing vulnerabilities (lowered true positives); however, this step is necessary to ensure the feasibility of model checking. If these manual abstractions cause false positives, they can be easily verified (in our experiments, we did not encounter such cases).

**Testbed.** We evaluated SCENT on two servers, each with a 2.6GHz (8-core) CPU and 128G memory. The secrets of interest are tabulated in Table 1. We consider the following scenarios: (1) the attacker has established its own TCP connection with the server; (2) the attacker sends packets to an open port at the server; and (3) the attacker sends packets to a closed port at the client. We assume that the attacker can either send packets to the client or the server, but not send to both. The latter cases can be handled by SCENT but we leave such evaluations for future work.

### Table 3: Side-channel vulnerabilities discovered by SCENT with different initial secret settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS Kernel</th>
<th>Index-ClassID</th>
<th>Key Constraint that Causes Violations</th>
<th>Different Outputs</th>
<th>6 Secret Settings in Table 1</th>
<th>Transform -ation</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD 13.0</td>
<td>1-A</td>
<td>V icmp_rates[1].cr_rate &gt; V icmpлим</td>
<td>RST pkt vs NULL + + + Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD 13.0</td>
<td>2-A</td>
<td>V icmp_rates[2].cr_rate &gt; V icmpлим</td>
<td>RST pkt vs NULL # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD 13.0</td>
<td>3-A</td>
<td>V icmp_rates[4].cr_rate &gt; V icmpлим</td>
<td>RST pkt vs NULL + + + Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD 13.0</td>
<td>5-B</td>
<td>shc-&gt;shc_length == V tcp_syncache_bucket_limit</td>
<td>NULL vs RST pkt + + Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>6-C</td>
<td>tcp_memory_allocated + sysctl_tcp_mem[2]</td>
<td>ACK pkt vs NULL # # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>7-C</td>
<td>tcp_memory_allocated + sysctl_tcp_mem[1]</td>
<td>Immediate ACK vs Delayed ACK # # # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>8-C</td>
<td>tcp_memory_allocated + sysctl_tcp_mem[1]</td>
<td>ACK pkt with different window size # # # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>9-B</td>
<td>inet_csk_reqc_queue_len(sk) == sk-&gt;sk_max_ack_backlog</td>
<td>SYN-ACK pkt vs NULL + + Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>10-B</td>
<td>inet_csk_reqc_queue_len(sk) == sk-&gt;sk_max_ack_backlog</td>
<td>SYN-ACK pkt vs NULL # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>11-B</td>
<td>sk-&gt;sk_ack_backlog &lt; sk-&gt;sk_max_ack_backlog</td>
<td>SYN-ACK pkt vs NULL # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>12-D</td>
<td>challenge_count + sysctl_tcp_challenge_ack_limit</td>
<td>ACK pkt vs NULL # # # # # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>13-D</td>
<td>challenge_count + sysctl_tcp_challenge_ack_limit</td>
<td>ACK pkt vs NULL # # # # # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>14-D</td>
<td>challenge_count + sysctl_tcp_challenge_ack_limit</td>
<td>ACK pkt vs NULL + + # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux 4.8.0</td>
<td>15-D</td>
<td>challenge_count + sysctl_tcp_challenge_ack_limit</td>
<td>ACK pkt vs NULL # # # # # # # # Y Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correct port number required to trigger the violation
* Correct port number and SEQ number (in-window) required to trigger the violation

### 8 EVALUATIONS

In this section, we evaluate SCENT on two OS implementations, viz., Linux 4.8.0 and FreeBSD 13.0, with the goal of answering the following questions:

- **Effectiveness on vulnerability finding:** Can SCENT find real TCP side-channel vulnerabilities from these two kernels? (§8.2)

- **Effectiveness of automated downscaling:** Does automated downscaling allow SCENT to cover more code and more importantly, find more vulnerabilities? (§8.3)

- **Effectiveness of model checking:** Does bounded model checking offer better scalability than bounded testing? (§8.4)

#### 8.1 Evaluation setup

**Implementation details.** Our implementation of SCENT is built on a set of open-sourced program analysis platforms and tools. The static data-flow analysis used by Model Generator is built upon kernel-analyzer [46]. The concolic execution engine used by Model Transformer is built on top of KLEE [6] with the Z3 SMT solver [47]. The instrumentation is built on top of the LLVM compiler infrastructure [30]. The bounded model checking is done using the SPIN model checker [23].

- **Mutex and Lock related functions:** Use empty function (During model checking, TCP is executed as a single thread process).

- **Memory allocation:** Pre-allocate the memory and return the corresponding memory object (because the model checker cannot track dynamic memory).

- **Memory release:** Use empty function (because we preallocated the memory).
the computation capacity available, and to obtain results within a reasonable time frame. Based on the counter examples found by SCENT, we set up two virtual hosts (Debian OS with Linux kernel 4.8.0 and FreeBSD OS with kernel 13.0) to validate their veracity in real settings.

8.2 Discovered side-channels

Table 3 shows the violations found during our experiment. SCENT discovered a total of 53 distinct violations. Our manual verification confirmed that they are all true positives.

These violations relate to a total of 15 side-channels, of which 10 are found in Linux and 5 in FreeBSD. Here we define “a side-channel” as a branch that causes the violation. Since the same check over a shared variable can be applied at multiple branches, the same key constraint in Table 3 can be associated with multiple side-channels.

Five of the discovered side-channels (4,6,7,8,11) are based on shared variables that are not discovered before, namely, close port reset counter, tcp memory counter, and accept queue associate with Listen socket (details to follow). Seven side-channels (1,2,3,5,9,10,12) are new ways (i.e., execution path) to exploit known shared resources [1, 16, 48]. The remaining three side-channels (13,14,15) are known ways to exploit a known shared resource [7].

Based on the shared resources, the side-channels can be categorized into 4 classes. Next, we describe the details and provide an example to showcase in each case.

Reset counter based side-channels (Class A). Side-channel 1, 2, and 3 in Table 3 are caused by what is called the “open port RST packet rate,” which is used to restrict sending too many RST packets from an open port. Side-channel 4 is caused by what is called the “close port RST packet rate,” which is used to restrict sending too many RST packets from a closed port at a host.

Figure 7 shows how side-channel 1 can be exploited to infer the port number of a victim connection. During the guess phase, the attacker sends a spoofed ACK packet with a guessed port number. As shown in the left part of the figure, if the port number is the one used in the victim connection, the server will either accept or drop the packet (depending on the SEQ and ACK numbers); the response is sent to the client if appropriate. If the port number in the packet is not used (right part of the figure), the server determines that an ACK was received before any SYN packet. It therefore drops the packet but responds to the client with an OPENPORT RST packet. Because of this, the OPENPORT RST Counter is increased by one. Subsequently, in a check phase, the attacker will send 200 SYN-ACK packets to exhaust the OPENPORT RST limit (in 1 second) and observes the number of responses (RSTs) received from the server. If the attacker receives 200 RSTs, it means that the victim client is using that port number to communicate with server; else, it infers that the port number that it had guessed is incorrect.

SYN-backlog-based side-channels (Class B). The SYN backlog is a buffer that stores half-opened TCP sockets from connections during the three-way-handshake. Because the SYN backlog is associated with the “Listen” socket, its state is shared by all connections to the server. In order to prevent DoS attacks, the size of the SYN backlog is constrained to a shared limit. When the number of half-opened sockets has reached this limit, the SYN backlog buffer will either remove an old element or directly drop the current one (based on the OS kernel used, i.e., FreeBSD or Linux).

Side-channels 5 and 9 in Table 3, are caused because of this feature, exploiting which an attacker can infer the port number of a victim connection. Side-channels 10 and 11 can be used to infer the port number, SEQ number and ACK number; however it is practically hard to do so since the attacker needs to guess all three secrets simultaneously (which leads to a prohibitive search space).

To illustrate, let us consider the side-channel 9 as an example, which can be used to infer the port number of the victim connection. To begin with, the attacker establishes a number of half-opened sockets to just leave enough space for one additional spot in the SYN backlog buffer. Next, as shown in Figure 8, the attacker sends a spoofed SYN packet to server pretending to be the victim. If the guessed port number is already used in an established connection (i.e., the server and the client are communicating), the server will drop the SYN or send a challenge ACK, without allocating a new half-opened socket (as shown in the left part of the figure). Otherwise, a half-open socket is allocated and this makes the buffer full (as shown in the right part of the figure). Subsequently, the attacker sends a SYN packet with its own IP address towards creating a new half-opened socket, but more importantly to check whether the SYN backlog is full. Because Linux implements a LIFO (Last In First Out) algorithm to constrain the buffer size, if SYN backlog is full (as shown in the right part of the figure), the server simply drops this new request for a half-opened socket without sending a response (assuming that SYN cookies are not enabled, which is common among quite a few cloud servers [2, 12]). Otherwise, the server will respond with a SYN-ACK to attacker.

Different from the Linux kernel, FreeBSD implements SYN backlog as a FIFO (First In First Out) buffer; this implies that an old half-opened socket will be dropped if the buffer is full. In this case, before sending the spoofed SYN packet, the attacker needs to plant its own half-opened socket first (via a legitimate SYN). After sending the spoofed SYN, it can infer whether buffer is full by checking if the previously planted half-opened socket still exists, by sending an ACK packet. Similar to the case with Linux, here we again assume that SYN cookies are not enabled.

TCP memory-counter-based side-channels (Class C). Side-channels 6, 7, and 8 are caused by a new shared variable discovered by SCENT. We refer to them as the TCP memory-counter-based side-channels. As shown in Table 3, all three vulnerabilities require an attacker to guess port number, SEQ number (in-window) and ACK number simultaneously (which leads to a prohibitive search space). Information leakage in this class are due to a global variable, viz., tcp_memory_allocated, which can be changed by any TCP connection. Table 3 depicts two key constraints associated with this variable: (a) sysctl_tcp_mem[1] indicates that currently the memory is under pressure, while (b) sysctl_tcp_mem[2] is used to indicate if the current allocated memory has reached a hard limit (thus, the server will drop data packets that need additional memory allocation). The different values of the above global variable can lead to different control flows, which in turn cause the server to send different packets to the attacker (in response to specific sequences of inputs). To exploit this feature, the attacker will first send a spoofed packet to try to change this global variable. The changes occur
only when the secret attributes of interest (i.e., SEQ number, ACK number, and port number) are guessed correctly. Subsequently, the attacker sends its own packets to try to reach the aforementioned limit; it can observe if the global variable has changed, based on the patterns of packets that are received. A change indicates that its guess of the secret attributes holds true.

To showcase this class of side channels, we sketch an exemplary case study shown in Figure 9. First, the attacker subsumes (pre-allocates) a large volume of memory before the attack. Next, the attacker sends a spoofed long data packet with a guessed SEQ number and ACK number. If the SEQ number is in window and the ACK number is correct (as shown on the left), the long data payload is stored in a queue that holds out-of-order packets (packets that are in window but are not equal to the next expected packet i.e., rcv_next) causing an increase in the tcp_memory_allocated counter; otherwise, the server will simply drop the packet (as shown on the right). During a subsequent probing phase, the attacker deliberately sends an out-of-order packet with a large data payload on its own connection. This is designed to significantly increase tcp_memory_allocated. If tcp_memory_allocated has increased before (in the previous step) causing the server to reach its hard memory limit, it will cause a droppage of this packet; otherwise, the attacker will receive an ACK packet from server. Therefore, attacker can infer whether the guessed secret attributes (SEQ number and ACK number) in the spoofed packet are correct or not.

**Challenge counter based side channel (Class D).** Side-channel 12 is a new one that is similar to previously reported old ones (13, 14, 15). Here, we explicitly include the challenge ack mechanism in Linux 3.8.0 towards validating previously reported side channels [7]; these are based on a global variable called challenge_count and have been extensively described in [7]. Furthermore, this has already been patched in Linux and other OSes.

### 8.3 Effectiveness of automated downscaling

Automated downscaling is the core innovation of SCENT that improves the code coverage of bounded model checking. In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of this technique.

Table 4 shows the branch coverages achieved before and after the transformation of automated downscaling. The branch coverage rate was increased by 25.63% with regards to the Linux kernel and by 26.38% with the FreeBSD kernel. Although the final branch coverage rate is seemingly low at 46.00% (as in Linux model), during our manual analysis, we found that many of the uncovered branches were due to our limited input space. Specifically, we did not explore paths related to header options, paths that involve the server actively sending packets, paths that are related to connection termination before the “Closed” state, etc. If we discard these branches (which we do not expect to cover) the branch coverage rate improves to around 70%.

Besides code coverage, a more important question is whether automated downscaling enables SCENT to discover more side-channels. The second last column in Table 3 shows the answer to this question. In fact, none of the side-channels can be found without automated downscaling (all require it). We believe that this highlights the importance and effectiveness of our technique.

### 8.4 Performance of model checking

One important design choice we made when building SCENT is whether to use bounded testing [32], wherein we can directly test an unmodified kernel, or use bounded model checking. The benefit of model checking is that it will visit each state only once, thereby avoiding the execution of redundant steps and improving the performance of testing. In this subsection, we compare the performance of bounded model checking with bounded testing, in terms of number of iterations. Figure 10 shows the result. Basically, bounded model checking executes 4 orders of magnitude fewer iterations than blind enumeration (i.e., bounded testing).

The next choice we made, that is related to the performance of model checking, is imposing a limit on the number of packets to be enumerated during bounded model checking. Figure 11 shows how the time of one round of model checking increases as the number of packets increases. Figure 12 shows how the memory usage of the model checker increases as the number of packets increases. When
We now construct a real attack to demonstrate the impact of the vulnerability. When the port number is leaked, an attacker can infer whether the victim client is communicating with the server (either during the three way handshake or in ESTABLISHED state). This leaks the victim user’s privacy. Side-channels 1, 3, 4, 5, 9 can leak port number information, and can therefore be used to achieve this attack. In the previous section, we discussed how such an attack can be launched. We now construct a real attack to demonstrate the impact of the corresponding side-channels found by SCENT.

As an exemplar, we pick side-channel 1 (as shown in Figure 7), and evaluate it in terms of metrics such as success rate and the time to succeed. In our experiment, we used a Ubuntu 14.04 host on a university campus as the victim client. The victim server is a virtual machine running FreeBSD OS from a different Ubuntu 14.04 host. The attack machine is a Ubuntu 16.04 host on the same campus. The steps in the attack process are listed below:

(1) Synchronize machine times between attacker and server;
(2) Send spoofed and unspoofed ACK packets to linearly guess a port number range based on the number of RST packets received;
(3) Given a port number range, use binary search to locate the specific port number.

The attacker can guess 200 different port numbers (via spoofed packets) in one second; otherwise, spoofed packets will always reach the reset counter limit. The attacker can guess the port number starting from the Ephemeral port range [15], and then guess the remainder of the port range. Our experiment shows that this attack of inferring a correct port number is achievable within an average time of 73 seconds with a 100% success rate.

## 9 CASE STUDY

When the port number is leaked, an attacker can infer whether the victim client is communicating with the server. Side-channels 1, 3, 4, 5, 9 can leak port number information, and can therefore be used to achieve this attack. In the previous section, we discussed how such an attack can be launched. We now construct a real attack to demonstrate the impact of the corresponding side-channels found by SCENT.

As an exemplar, we pick side-channel 1 (as shown in Figure 7), and evaluate it in terms of metrics such as success rate and the time to succeed. In our experiment, we used a Ubuntu 14.04 host on a university campus as the victim client. The victim server is a virtual machine running FreeBSD OS from a different Ubuntu 14.04 host. The attack machine is a Ubuntu 16.04 host on the same campus. The steps in the attack process are listed below:

(1) Synchronize machine times between attacker and server;
(2) Send spoofed and unspoofed ACK packets to linearly guess a port number range based on the number of RST packets received;
(3) Given a port number range, use binary search to locate the specific port number.

The attacker can guess 200 different port numbers (via spoofed packets) in one second; otherwise, spoofed packets will always reach the reset counter limit. The attacker can guess the port number starting from the Ephemeral port range [15], and then guess the remainder of the port range. Our experiment shows that this attack of inferring a correct port number is achievable within an average time of 73 seconds with a 100% success rate.

## 10 RELATED WORK

**TCP side channel attacks.** In the last decade, several TCP side channels have been manually found by researchers. These side channels can be utilized to (1) cause a TCP inference attack [7, 11, 18, 37, 38], which in turn can lead to a hijack of the connection and injection of malicious data; (2) measure host attributes without exposing the attacker’s IP address (examples include performing an idle port scan [16] or measuring the RTT between two hosts [1]). Roughly these distinct attacks can be mapped onto the exploitation of four categories of side-channel vulnerabilities: (1) Shared rate limit: these side-channels relate to a rate limit that is shared across the victim and an off-path attacker connection, such as IPID counter [4, 10, 18, 35, 39, 49], the challenge ACK rate limit [7], the reset rate limit and the shared SYN backlog queue limit [1, 16]. (2) System-wide packet counter: As the name suggests a packet counter is shared globally in these cases [37, 38]. (3) Wireless link: Wireless contention results in information leakage in these cases [11] (timing-based side channel). (4) Browser implementation’s feature: A per destination port-counter and a FIFO HTTP request queue cause information leaks [19].

While most of these side-channels are discovered manual by domain experts, SCENT aims to automate the discovery in a principled way. Our evaluation shows that SCENT indeed can detected (both new and known) side-channels.

**Side channel detection.** Most previous side-channel vulnerabilities have been discovered manually (e.g., using domain expertise). However, a few side-channel detection tools have been proposed. [9] uses static taint analysis to discover system-wide TCP packet counter side-channel vulnerabilities. Generally, static taint analysis can be guaranteed to find all true violations, but suffers from high false positives. By relying on violation of the non-interference property, SCENT can avoid high false positives and can detect side-channels caused by different shared variables. There are also several efforts relating to the detection of other types of side-channels but these are orthogonal to our work [5, 44].

**Program analysis and testing.** There are also several efforts that use program analysis (e.g., static and/or dynamic analysis) to find bugs or other types of attacks in TCP implementations [26, 28]. These are orthogonal to our work and address significantly different problems.

Model checking and formal verification have been used to analyze the robustness of TCP implementations [17, 33]; however, their objectives are significantly different. More importantly, SCENT uses automated downscaling to improve the effectiveness of model checking.

Besides bounded module checking [14, 29, 31], one could also do bounded testing [32]. The advantage of bounded testing is that it does not require additional modification to the target program, while model checking usually requires generating a model amenable to the model checker. However, as shown in our evaluations, by avoiding redundant states, a model checker can help explore a larger input space.

Program transformation has been used to assist testing using fuzzing to patch hard-to-flip branches (like checksum checks) as a way of improving code coverage [27, 36, 45]. In contrast, SCENT tries to coerce both true and false path to be visited and most of the target branches (Table 3 column 3) have simple constraints. In addition, SCENT changes the internal states instead of “disabling” the branch.

## 11 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we consider the challenging problem of developing a principled approach to discovering hard-to-find TCP side-channels. We use model checking as a basis for finding violations of the non-interference property between simultaneous TCP connections, which we argue is a precursor to exploitable side channels. As our main contribution, we build a tool SCENT that achieves our goal by addressing two hard challenges in making model checking amenable to our goal namely, (a) making a TCP code base self contained after pruning irrelevant parts and (b) systematically downscaling both the input space and the model state space by means of principled program transformations. We use the counter-examples generated by the transformed model checker in SCENT to discover 12 new side channels and also validate all previously discovered ones. In this work, we limit ourselves to side channels that facilitate the inference of a specific set of secret attributes (e.g.,
SEQ number); we will expand our threat model to find other types of vulnerabilities (e.g., idle port scans) and with more scenarios (e.g., attacker can send packets to both the client and the server and/or with different OSes) in the future.
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